
BORN INTO THE CULT 
 

by anonymous 
 

 
 

My conscious interaction with those who were and are in the cult began at 4/5 years 
old. On questioning those around me about “I promise to pay the bearer…” written on 
these pieces of paper which everyone, in one way or another, treated with reverence 
and sanctity that no other bits of paper were. My enquiries were discarded; I was told 
about ‘the modern money systems’ of today.  
 
Twenty odd years passed before pondering on these issues deeply again. Within that 
period, whomever I interacted with on this subject had never really thought about 
it beforehand… and its illogicity didn’t stimulate interest subsequently. That no one 
questioned this insanity shows how intense belief is amongst cultists. After university, 
I started work at a ‘hedge fund’ and was introduced to an ‘Austrian School’ 
economics group led by a fellow mathematician with whom I found common sense. 
I began lecturing with them worldwide on currency, its evolution and potential 
currency reform. But even still, amongst our little group, there was a tendency to 
hold that ‘the involvement’ of ‘the modern money system’ was necessary for 
whatever ‘solution’ might be considered. Their thoughts were often clouded by 
conspiracies; they pontificated about ‘the modern money system’s evils’ – its 
supposed ‘perpetrators’ – without looking at their own involvement, implicit support 
and promotion of it. 
 
This intensity of cult belief has not retracted but grown over the years. Cultists try to 
expand their reach in various ways. Attention is diverted away from falsity of 
‘modern currency’ by obfuscation. STOCKS… BONDS… PROPERTY… which are 
considered ‘barometers’ of ‘the economic climate’ all ‘quoted’ in ‘modern currency’ 
are discussed at length, whilst ridiculousness of what these abstractions are ‘quoted’ 
in is overlooked. 
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VARIOUS VOICES from THE CULT 
 
 
Apologist; ‘university lecturer’ 
 

“We cannot deny that king Henry viii was 
a remarkable man who changed the destiny of 
our country. Troubled by consistent marital 
infidelity, Henry sought to overcome these 
challenges in many novel ways…”  
 

Promoter 
 
“This is Plank… he rushed 
back from his coal mining 
shift, battling through 
protestors trying to eliminate 
his livelihood, just to be at his 
son’s football match… real 
father… real hero. Plank - we 
salute you…” 

 
Millennial/gen-z 
 

Tech start-up APPZ!, founded by 
New-York-based entrepreneurs 
Jeremiah and Josh, helps car drivers 
locate their steering wheels. In the 
latest round of venture capital 
funding, APPZ! was valued at 
$1.8bn. “If your car company goes 
bankrupt, you don’t expect your car 
to vanish, but if it does, our app 
can…” 
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Case studies 
 
Whilst some characters within the cult are blatant, such as estate agents and 
insurance underwriters, some are more covert; more oblivious. Nevertheless, they’re 
all taking their ‘cut’ from ‘the modern money system’…  
 
1: “Hannah” – a television executive’s daughter 
 
Everything is as simple as Hannah (Spanish lit., Cambridge) thinks it is. You might 
think that there’s introspection, contemplation and in-depth study involved in it but 
Hannah can summarize, understand and propose improvements within minutes of 
having heard it. Whatever it is. Hannah’s partner is Ahmed, a clinical psychologist. 
Ahmed spends most of his time trying to ‘push pills’ on to perfectly fine individuals, 
were it not for his ‘psychological assessments’ of them. 
 
How does Hannah ‘earn her income?’ Being ‘the beneficiary of a trust fund,’ 
Hannah only occasionally ‘writes’ for the Daily Mail and Guardian under headlines 
such as “is GDP growth directly related to mental well-being?” or “poorer countries 
consistently outperform richer countries on a happiness index…” giving a veneer of 
thorough insight to garbled-blah discussed with Ahmed in bed sometime last week. 
 
Comment: if Hannah were to be informed that she’s in a cult, she’d deny it, on top 
of understanding everything about it…  
 
 
2: “Neil” – a spreadsheet functionary 
 
Neil: the ‘spreadsheet functionary.’ Neil works on ‘the grand spreadsheet’ – be that 
for ‘Royal Danish Oil A/S’… ‘Ballistic Missiles plc.’… ‘German Tyres AG’… 
whichever spreadsheet part happens to be paying the most.  
 
Neil does not know much about the mechanical intricacies and problems of extracting 
oil, making missiles, or car tyres – having ‘qualified in sports studies.’ For Neil 
engages his brain only to the extent that it involves watching football/cricket/rugby 
or drinking beer – and that suits Neil’s ‘employers.’ Spreadsheet ‘malfunction’ could 
lead to Neil losing his job and so his ‘income’ – not to mention what ‘his wife’ and 
‘fellow churchgoers’ would think. Neil likes the ‘BBC Victorian dramas’ of late; can’t 
see past embellishment of truth for “all the inclusion” – which “is a good thing,” up to a 
limit, for Neil. 
 
Neil is very committed to ‘Korean times-tables techniques’ for the kids – which he 
heard about from Jens at church. Sadly, Neil cannot see that ‘6X2’ (‘six of two’) 
isn’t the same as ‘2X6’ (‘two of six’) – as he barks at the kids to get on with their 
Korean times-tables techniques. 
 
Comment: it would take a while for Neil to understand his situation; even then he 
wouldn’t care. Neil was born mainly for beer; and beer mainly for Neil. ‘Consciously 
spiritual’ for Neil means clapping his hands at church… after which his pastor 
pontificates about ‘others’ with their ‘evil.’ 



 
3: “Paul” – a politician populist or elected statesman 
 
Red/blue/white/whatever: in the morning, to assembled carers and medical 
professionals, Paul says “my mum was a nurse, she instilled in me an abiding love of our 
health service within me…” just to say to assembled insurance underwriters in the 
evening that “profit and enterprise are not dirty words to me, they’re what keeps us driven…” 
 
He has ‘his office funded’ from many different ‘entities’ – eg Cost Cut plc. – which 
aims to replace conscious human interaction by computers (and a service contract!) 
Paul gets Cost Cut’s message across by spouting dross such as “we have to tackle the 
reluctance of workforces to modernization…” 
 
Paul has a cousin Jerome, a ‘cryptocurrency start-up funder,’ who says things like 
“we cannot let shady, unelected, unaccountable non-governmental organizations to manipulate 
the political landscape of the entire world…” in casual conversation – and with intent – 
just to make sure Jerome’s ‘interests’ have ways to fruition. And if they don’t with 
red/white/blue Paul, they will with white/blue/red Tim (Paul’s ‘golf club friend.’)  
 
Comment: Paul ‘studied law’ at university – but sees no culpability in murder for 
missile-makers in ‘his constituency’ – in fact he encourages them as it’s “good for the 
country’s economy…” 
 
 
4: “Deepika” – a well-meaning ‘investigative journalist’ 
 
“In Virginia Water, you cannot see the boundaries but you must know where they are – your life 
could depend on it. Competing gangs carve up the town centre for their own nefarious ends…” 
 
Comment: Deepika ‘sees the evil’ 5,000 miles away from her New York apartment 
but not in her own backyard: she lives above an estate agent and below a securities 
broker whom she considers as friends. 
 
“Those who live in Virginia Water carry a mental map, dividing this teeming town into green, 
yellow and red zones. Cholera has made a comeback but armed gangs remain the greatest plague. 
Morning rush hour is a peak kidnapping time, many are snatched from the streets on their way 
to work…” 
 
Comment: Deepika’s great-grandfather ‘owned a shirt factory’ in Gujarat from 
which he became ‘immensely wealthy.’ Fast forward a few decades and this is what 
allowed Deepika ‘to acquire’ that New York apartment for $5m. 
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How did this cult start? The further back we go, the 
clearer all becomes. At its initiation, we find various 
‘churches,’ ‘kings’ and warlords with absurd 
concepts of ‘social exclusivity’ wrapping them all 
together such as ‘the divine right of kings.’ The king’s 
‘debts,’ backed by his ‘fiat of taxation’ (unbounded 

violence militaristic) and an air of divinity, would be 
used as ‘currency’ – a ‘monetization’ of ‘the king’s word.’ 
Stop and think about that for a moment… 
 
These ‘debts;’ these fictions had to be exchangeable for 
any assemblance of true currency available, lest the 
charade cave in on itself. Such a psychopathy led to 
‘kings’ and other ‘landlords’ thinking of those on ‘their 

land’ as their ‘property’ to do with as they 
wished: feudalism. However, such a state did 
not encourage rebellion amongst ‘serfs,’ at least 
initially, but led to a justification of their position 
as a result of some aforementioned ‘divinely 
ordained’ procedure.  
 
‘Nation statism’ with ‘kings’ and ‘debts’ finds its 

parallels with ‘presidents’ and their ‘electorate.’ Plus ça change. Just who (and how) 
precisely is this fiction of ‘government debt’ 
owed by ordinary citizens within any ‘nation 
state?’ Who cares?! Let cult voices speak… 
and cult journalists do! 
 
Bearing that in mind, what would ‘a typical 
charge sheet’ look like for one of our eight 
billion (plus) cultists? 
 

• Wire fraud. 
• Securities fraud. 
• Conspiracy. 
• Scheming to defraud fellow citizens by misappropriating their understanding 

of currency, as would spontaneously have developed and promoting a cult in 
its stead. 

• Willingly did combine, conspire and agree together with each other to commit 
wire fraud. 

 
What this cult comes down to is lying and stealing in basic terms: so far has society 
descended that we have a quagmire of frauds so enveloped in the cult that there seems 
no hope for humanity. 
 
But there is!  


